
Cobi WWII Tank Game 
These rules are a very simple simulation of close combat in World War Two. It is important to 

remember they are very basic and hopefully fun to play. If both sides agree that a rule is silly or 

inaccurate we recommend that you use your own changes. Experimenting with and adjusting rules 

and values is great, as long as both teams agree.       

    Each side is played by one team called AXIS against a team Allied/USSR.  

1. Start Divide you’re Cobi models and figures into AXIS against Allied/USSR. 

2. Set Up Map Make up the map, choose an attacker and defender edge then place out 

buildings, walls, trees, rough ground, streams, hills, roads, etc. Buildings should face the 

attacker edge.  

3. Pick Forces and choose side Both teams decide on what figures and models the attacker and 

defender will have. Generally the attacker should have more than the defender.     

Toss a coin (or roll a die) to decide who will be the attacker.   

4. Set up Attacker The Attacking team then places his troops on the map not more than 40 cm 

from the attacker edge. He can also choose to wait of-map with some or all of his troops. 

5. Set up Defender The Defending team then places his troops anywhere on the map not closer 

than 30 cm from any attacking pieces or 40 cm from the attacking edge. They may start 

hidden if they are figures or guns and vehicles in cover. (See Hiding).  

Remember both sides may keep troops off the map to enter respective edge later.                                                                                                            

Here all the Polish troops are hidden. The 7TP tank is behind the ruin ready to fire through 

the gate. The crew has had time to make the tank very hard to see from the German point of 

view. The German infantry figures in the small house are a bit more than 30 cm away so the 

tank is still hidden. (When within 30 cm of the tank it will be visible.) 

The 37 mm Bofors AT Gun and crew are hiding in a large bush. They are also behind a wall on 

the brow of the hill so they cannot see the PZ III crossing the bridge. They can see the 

German figures in front of the bridge, but if they fire they will not be hidden after that. 

The Polish infantry figures are also hidden. 
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6. Player Turns The players take turns in the game, the defender first. 
7. Activating The active player (defender first) then picks up to 5 pieces to activate. These 

pieces can move, fire or hide. 1 to 5 pieces may be activated as long as all are touched by the 

activation template and only one of these pieces may be a model (vehicle or gun) the others 

must be figures.      

                      

Here the Axis player may activate the five figures or four of the figures and the tank.  

The tank commander is part of the tank for activation.     

                                                                                                                       

Once activated the individual pieces may move apart. Figures riding on vehicles can be 

inactive and still ride along, but they may take no other action.  

If you do not fire at all with these pieces, then you can make an additional activation as well. 

These pieces are not allowed to fire either. 

 

8. Hiding Active figures may hide (lay them down to show this). They are hidden until they fire 

or move or an enemy figure (not vehicles) moves within 30 cm (or 40 cm with binoculars).    

You may not hide in terrain that has no cover like in the middle of a road (decide when 

setting up the map what has no cover). Otherwise there is nearly always something to hide 

behind (long grass, a dip in the ground, light vegetation, rubbish, and so on). No possible 

cover is very rare. 

                                                                                                                                                                                    

9. Moving The Active pieces may move up to the number of cm on their Info Card. Pieces may 

individually choose what do to. If you do not fire at all with these pieces, then you can make 

an additional activation as well. These pieces are not allowed to fire either.                                                                               

   

Here the Axis player is moving a PZ III over a bridge. 
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Tanks can move over some objects (incl. figures) this count as moving in rough. Figures roll a 

dice (5-6 and they are eliminated), if not the figure is placed just to the side of the tank. 

Surviving dug in figures remain in place and pop up after the tank has moved on. Hidden 

figures always survive, they don’t need to roll a die. Remember vehicles can’t see hidden 

figures.                                                                                                                                                           

 

37mm Anti-tank gun run over by German tank 1939 in Denmark.  

Anti-tank guns and the like in the open or soft cover are automatically eliminated.  

Soft cover will not stop a tank! You may move through soft cover as if it was rough terrain. 

Hard cover and other vehicles will generally block movement. (We may later include rules for 

crashing through buildings or ramming in the advanced rules, but remember most tank 

commanders where not keen on driving into things that might damage their tank). Tanks 

may climb over some hard cover like free standing walls, but as a basic rule not higher than 

two Cobi blocks. This counts as rough terrain. Heavier tanks can push lighter vehicles out of 

the way if these are wrecks at cost of rough terrain movement.                                                                               

     

In this case the 7TP climes the wall and loses 5cm’s of its move, if it lacks the 5 cm’s extra to 

climb it must stop at the wall. A larger vehicle can push aside same size or smaller vehicle. 
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10.  Firing Active pieces that have not moved may fire at non hidden pieces that they can see 

with a clear line of sight down the barrel of the gun. If any part of the target can be seen in 

this way you may fire, there can be defensive modifiers to the die roll due to range and 

terrain. If the gun barrel needs to be moved, then the firing piece must make a move first to 

get into position. (Turreted guns are exempt from this and can fire in any direction by turning 

the turret.) Fire each weapon individually on the active unit.  

 

Fire at hard targets 

Roll one die, -1 if the target is “hull down”, it means that the target is partially protected by 

terrain or in Hard cover. If firing over 100 cm there is -1 on the die roll. 

Compare the result with the (Gun to Hit value) of the firing gun.  

If it the same or greater, then the gun has hit, otherwise it is a miss.  

Check your reload roll and go on to check the damage if it was a hit. 

 

Example if a 7TP (Gun to Hit value 3-6) rolls a 3, 4, 5 or 6 it has hit. If the target was hull down 

or in hard cover a 4, 5 or 6 are needed.  

   

Make a reload roll 

If the piece has less than half crew there is an -1 modifier on the die roll. 

Roll one die, if the score is the same or more than the (Reload Die Roll) you have reloaded. 

If not, place a marker to indicate the Gun is unloaded.  

 

Check the damage 

If a hit is made, roll a number of dice equal to the (Number of Damage Dice) value of the gun. 

All scores of 2-5 are a point of damage. Scores of 6 give a damage AND a free extra Damage 

dice. Add the points up, then compare to armor value on the Info Card (Front armor, Side 

armor, Rear armor or Top Armor) subtract that value from the damage score.  

 

Example the 7TP has hit a Pz I in the front. Roll 4 dice (Number of Damage Dice) for a 7TP. 

We will say we rolled a 1, 3, 5 and a 6. That’s 3 damage (the 3, 5 and 6) and one extra die roll 

because we rolled a 6. 

 

We roll the extra die and get a 6 again! That is now 4 damage in total and once again one 

more extra die roll. 

 

We roll the extra die once again and this time we get a 2. That makes 5 damage in total and 

no more extra die rolls. (If we had rolled a 1, the total damage would have been 4 damage 

instead.) 

 

We look at the front of the Pz I and see that it has a Front armor of 2. This reduces the 

damage to 3 damage. (5 - 2 = 3 damage). 
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Check the damage effect  

We look at the card to see the effect it is either:  

Destroy Target, Destroy Gun, Weaken Target or Immobilize Target. 

 

Destroy Target: A score the same or higher then (Damage to Destroy Target) means the 

target is destroyed. Leave it on the map, but mark it as destroyed in some way (cotton wool 

looks good as smoke). 

 

Destroy Gun (major hit): A score the same as (Damage to Destroy Gun) disables the main gun 

and the turret machine gun (coaxial) if any. Mark this in some way on the model. If the Gun 

already is Destroyed or the Target is Weakened then the target is destroyed instead.  

(Because of 2 major hits). 

 

Weaken Target (major hit): A score the same as (Damage to Weaken Target) has no effect for 

this shot. Mark it has hit in some way. And if this target is hit once again with Weaken Target 

or Destroy Gun, then it is destroyed instead.  (Because of 2 major hits). 

This damage maybe was to the hull or crew, but is not severe enough to have an immediate 

effect, but if hit again (Weaken Target or Destroy Gun) it will destroy target instead. 

 

Immobilize Target: A score the same as (Damage to Immobilize Target) prevents the target 

from moving for the rest of the game. (Mark this in some way on the model). A new 

Immobilize Target has no extra effect. 
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COBI NAME 

2456 7TP 

Move Forward 18 cm 

Move Backward 10 cm 

Turn 45 up to degrees -5 cm 

Move in Rough -5 cm 

Only on Road +10 cm 

Gun to Hit 3-6  

Reload die Roll  4-6 

Number of Damage dice  4 

Damage HE Modifier (HE Template) none 

Front armor   2 

Side armor  1 

Rear armor  2 

Top armor  1 

Damage to Destroy Target 3 

Damage to Destroy Gun 2 

Damage to Weaken Target - 

Damage to Immobilize Target 1 

Crew 3 

Cost 42 

Special rules  Available 1937 

 

 

 

 

COBI NAME 

2474 Pz 1b 

Move Forward 24 cm 

Move Backward 10 cm 

Turn 45 up to degrees -5 cm 

Move in Rough -5 cm 

Only on Road +10 cm 

Gun to Hit none 

Reload die Roll  none 

Number of Damage dice  none 

Damage HE Modifier (HE 

Template) none 

Front armor   2 

Side armor  2 

Rear armor  1 

Top armor  1 

Damage to Destroy Target 1 

Damage to Destroy Gun - 

Damage to Weaken Target - 

Damage to Immobilize Target - 

Crew 2 

Cost 24 

Special rules  Available 1934 
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Kelly’s Heroes (see movie scene on youtube) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1eFePf6mWM 

 

Example of a Tank fight from the movie of Kelly’s Heroes: 

A Tiger I is shot at from the rear by a M1A1 Sherman. 

The Sherman rolls a 2 to hit (he needs 3 or more maybe he loaded paint☺) MISS! 

The Sherman rolls a 4 to reload, he has reloaded (he needs a 4-6). 

The Tiger rolls a 2 to hit (he needs 3 or more maybe he got his gun stuck on a tree☺) MISS! 

The Tiger rolls a 2 to reload, he has NOT reloaded (he needs a 4-6) mark the Tiger as unloaded. 

The Sherman rolls a 3 to hit. (He needs 3 or more) HIT! 

The Sherman rolls a 5 to reload, he has reloaded (he needs a 4-6). 

The Sherman rolls 9 Damage dice (see Card). He rolls  3,6,4,4,6,3,1,2 and 4 he has 8 damage and 2 

extra rolls. He rolls a 4 and a 2 for an extra 2 damage. A total of 10 damage. 

The Tiger has 8 armor in the rear so we look at 2 damage on the Tigers card we see that this hit has 

no immediate effect, but target is Weakened. Tiger is now Weakened. 

The Tiger now rolls to reload as it is the only thing he is doing he gets +2. He rolls a 4 (4+2 = 6) and 

therefore he reloads. (He needed a 5-6). 

The Sherman rolls a 4 to hit. (He needs 3 or more) HIT! 

The Sherman rolls 9 Damage dice (see Card). He rolls  4,2,1,4,2,2,3,6 and 6 he has 8 damage and 2 

extra rolls. He rolls a 5 and a 6 for an extra 2 damage. A total of 10 and an extra roll. He rolls a 4 

bringing the final total to 11 damage. 

The Tiger has 8 armor in the rear so we look at 3 damage on the Tigers card we see that this hit has 

no immediate effect (Weaken Target) unless the Tiger already is Weaken, which it is so the Tiger is 

now destroyed! 
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COBI NAME 

2477 Tiger I   

Move Forward 22 cm 

Move Backward 10 cm 

Turn 45 up to degrees -5 cm 

Move in Rough -5 cm 

Only on Road +10 cm 

Gun to Hit 3-6  

Reload die Roll  5-6 

Number of Damage dice  16  

Damage HE Modifier (HE Template) +2 

Front armor   12 

Side armor  8 

Rear armor  8 

Top armor  2 

Damage to Destroy Target 5 

Damage to Destroy Gun 4 

Damage to Weaken Target 2-3 

Damage to Immobilize Target 1 

Crew 5 

Cost 176 

Special rules  Available 1943 

COBI NAME 

2464 M1A1 

Move Forward 22 cm 

Move Backward 10 cm 

Turn 45 up to degrees -5 cm 

Move in Rough -5 cm 

Only on Road +10 cm 

Gun to Hit 3-6  

Reload die Roll  5-6 

Number of Damage dice  9 

Damage HE Modifier (HE Template) 2+ 

Front armor   8 

Side armor  1 

Rear armor  2 

Top armor  1 

Damage to Destroy Target 2 

Damage to Destroy Gun - 

Damage to Weaken Target - 

Damage to Immobilize Target 1 

Crew 5 

Cost 78 

Special rules  Available 1942 
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Fire against Soft Targets  

Soft Targets Table 

 

 

 

When firing at figures or soft vehicles use the Soft Target Table. First check to see if the 

weapon has a template (if None), then only one figure or soft vehicle is the target. Roll one 

die and apply the appropriate modifiers from the table. The defender then rolls a die. If that 

roll is less than the modified result for the attacker then a target figure is eliminated, if the 

target was soft vehicles then look at the Information Card for that soft vehicle. Use the 

difference between the attacker roll and the defender roll as the number of damage dice. 

    

If the weapon has a template (for example a Machinegun) use it to determine which figures 

and soft vehicles are touched and make an attack against each in the same way with each 

target one at a time.  

 

All weapons with an HE modifier us the HE template (tank guns, artillery and the like). 

These weapons must make a to-hit die roll with -1 if the target is in any cover, there is also a  

-1 if the target is more than 100 cm away. They then make a reload roll after firing as normal.    

If the result is a hit, attack all figures, guns and vehicles one at a time. Important! Only 

weapons with a positive damage die value can destroy vehicles, if the information card 

indicates destroyed and the weapon firing has no Damage Die value the target is Immobilized 

instead. If the target is a hard target and the firing weapon has a Damage HE Modifier +1 or 

more roll the plus value of damage die against Hard Target. Use the procedure for Fire at 

Hard targets for HE template fire. 
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Example a German Motorcycle with side-car is set up in front of a Polish HQ building. 

 

The Polish player activates two of his figures (he cannot reach three with the template).      

  

   

  The Polish soldier takes a shot with a pistol at the machine gunner. The range is 44 cm.                                   
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The shooters die roll will be modified by -2 for the 

range, and -1 for in Soft Vehicle. The attack die is a 

3 with -3 for adjustments = 0. The target roll is a 2. 

It is not less than the shooter, therefore the result 

is a miss. 

     

Next to shoot is the rifle man. The 

range is 45 cm. 

The shooters die roll will be 

modified by +2 for the range, and -1 

for in Soft Vehicle. The attack die is a 4+1 = 5. The 

target roll is 3, therefore less than the shooter 

resulting in a hit.   

 

The gunner is removed from the game. 
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Example of firing with HE 

template. 

 

HE example 

The commander of this Pz IVD is facing 

a 37 mm Bofors Anti-Tank gun he can 

fire HE or AP (default) in example one 

he will try HE. He needs to roll a 3 to 6 to hit -1 for soft cover (To-Hit roll). He rolls 6 (Hit).  

 

 

HE template (below)  
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HE example 

He now makes four rolls. First against the gun. Looking at the Soft Targets Table he sees his HE 

template modifier. (This value is +2). He rolls against the gun with 1 die. He rolls 4 +2(HE template) -

1(soft cover) =5 against - 3(defender roll). +2 is a kill. (Mark as destroyed). 

 He rolls against the crew individually he just needs +1 to get a kill for each figure. 

Gunner 1: He rolls 4 +2(HE template) -1(soft cover) =5 against - 3(defender roll). +2 is a kill.       

(Remove figure)  

Gunner 2: He rolls 1 +2(HE template) -1(soft cover =2 against 3(defender roll).  -1 is no kill.  

Dog: He rolls 1 +2(HE template) -1(soft cover =2 against 5(defender roll).  -3 is no kill. 

The tank rolls a 3 for reload (he needed 4 or more) and is marked as unloaded.  

Machineguns (Left) You see an 

example of Machinegun template 

fire. Note that the handle is 

always pointing towards the 

Machinegun. All figures covered 

or partially covered by the 

template are attacked using 

correct table. Each figure is 

attacked individually in the same 

way as we did with the HE 

template.         

Example We will say that it is a 

standard medium MG. We see 

that it has 2 shots at each figure.     

Gunner 1: Machinegun rolls a 4 

+2(HE range) -1(soft cover) =5 

against - 2(defender roll). +3 is a 

kill. (Remove figure).  

Gunner 2: Machinegun rolls a 2 

+2(HE range) -1(soft cover) =3 

against - 5(defender roll).               

-2 is no kill.   

Gunner 2 second shot: 

Machinegun rolls a 2 +2(HE range) 

-1(soft cover) =3 against                  

-3(defender roll). 0 is no kill.   
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HE against hard targets 

If a hard target is covered by a template use the Damage Die value for Machineguns and the Damage 

HE Modifier for HE. 

 

AP against Guns  

AP is not effective against guns (use your machinegun). 

 

Hand Grenades 

Hand Grenades are also template weapons, figure must have a hand grenade and use the “To hit” die 

roll on the “Infantry Weapon Table”. Check Info Card for information. Figures armed with hand 

grenades can throw one per activation. (They have an unlimited supply of handgrenades).  

 

11 Crew  

Tank Crew Armored vehicles that are not open topped have all their crew inside the Vehicle. 

The exception is the commander he may sit in the turret and act as a figure for spotting or 

firing the external machinegun. WARNING! At the short ranges involved in this game, this is 

not advised as he can easily be killed. If that happens the only action that the vehicle can 

take is to move off a friendly edge where it can replace the commander and return at the 

end of following friendly turn. This will require the vehicle to use activation as usual. So it is 

recommended that commanders be kept in the vehicle. 

 

Hard Vehicle Open Top Figures In open top hard vehicles are in hard cover if manning the 

main gun or keeping the heads down. They may not be targeted by small arms, but can be 

targeted buy HE or grenades. The other crew are protected as normal tank crew.  

Open top weapons need at least one figure to fire and reload they need two to avoid -1 to 

the reload die.  

 

Gun Crew Guns need to have at least one figure to fire and reload and if the crew is less than 

half the crew value then there is a -1 to the reload die. 

         

12 Take cover The Active pieces that have not moved and are figures can take cover behind 

walls, vehicles or anything that can stop a bullet. The Active pieces that have not moved and 

are figures may hide if they are more than 30 cm from the nearest enemy figure. 

13 Reload If an active vehicle or gun has not moved or fired then they may reload with a +2 

added to the reload die score.    

14 Placement of off-map pieces Active player may place figures and vehicles that are off map 

on the appropriate edge for the attacker or defender. These must be in contact with the map 

edge and are not active or hidden. You may place 2 vehicles, they may be loaded with 

infantry (as much as can fit) or have infantry riding on top (also as much as can fit) or a truck 

towing a gun. This placement if free and doesn’t cost any activation.  

15 Next Turn Change active player. 

16 Ending and Winning the Game When one side has no pieces left or gives up the other side 

has won. It is a good idea to play the same battle again with players changing sides then add 

up the total number of figures the winner had left in both battles. The higher number wins. 

Vehicles count their Crew value for this.    


